Background: Engineering Fabs with high affinity toward two distinct antigens is challenged by the competing constraints of a shared binding surface. Results: Deep mutational scan unveiled the sequences of Fabs with sub-nanomolar affinity for two angiogenic targets. Conclusion: Fabs potent against two structurally unrelated targets were discovered. Significance: Efficacious generation of dual action Fab expands the therapeutic potential of Fab molecules in ocular indications and beyond.
The development of dual targeting antibodies promises therapies with improved efficacy over mono-specific antibodies. Here, we engineered a Two-in-One VEGF/angiopoietin 2 antibody with dual action Fab (DAF) as a potential therapeutic for neovascular age-related macular degeneration. Crystal structures of the VEGF/angiopoietin 2 DAF in complex with its two antigens showed highly overlapping binding sites. To achieve sufficient affinity of the DAF to block both angiogenic factors, we turned to deep mutational scanning in the complementarity determining regions (CDRs). By mutating all three CDRs of each antibody chain simultaneously, we were able not only to identify affinity improving single mutations but also mutation pairs from different CDRs that synergistically improve both binding functions. Furthermore, insights into the cooperativity between mutations allowed us to identify fold-stabilizing mutations in the CDRs. The data obtained from deep mutational scanning reveal that the majority of the 52 CDR residues are utilized differently for the two antigen binding function and permit, for the first time, the engineering of several DAF variants with subnanomolar affinity against two structurally unrelated antigens. The improved variants show similar blocking activity of receptor binding as the high affinity mono-specific antibodies against these two proteins, demonstrating the feasibility of generating a dual specificity binding surface with comparable properties to individual high affinity mono-specific antibodies.
In neovascular age-related macular degeneration (NV AMD), 2 a condition affecting more than 1 million persons in the United States (1), choroidal neovascularization and vascular permeability lead to the death of photoreceptor cells and subsequent vision loss (2) . Vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VEGF) is a clinically validated driver of choroidal neovascularization, and neutralization of VEGF, for example by the Food and Drug Administration-approved anti-VEGF Fab ranibizumab (Genentech), leads to stable or improved vision for the majority of treated patients (3) . However, there exists a demand for therapies with broader and improved efficacy than what is currently available because a subset of patients does not significantly respond to anti-VEGF therapy. Targeting additional angiogenic signaling pathways may improve the therapeutic efficacy of VEGF inhibitors (4, 5) . One pathway of interest is the receptor tyrosine kinase Tie2 and its ligand angiopoietin1/2, deregulation of which is believed to be involved in ocular vascular instability. The signaling of Ang1 through Tie2 can stabilize vascular structures, and the binding of Ang2 to Tie2 in many cases counteracts these stabilizing signals (6) . An inhibitory effect on choroidal neo-vascularization by Ang2 blockade has been demonstrated in mouse models (7) , and dual targeting of Ang2 and VEGF may result in improved efficacy in NV AMD treatment compared with anti-VEGF treatment alone.
One dual specificity antibody format that may be suitable to serve as a next generation therapeutic for NV AMD is a dual action Fab (DAF) (8) , which harbors dual specificity in a single Fab. A Fab is small in size and in general is highly stable and soluble, and thus it is well suited for formulation for intravitreal injection, the established delivery option for AMD therapy. DAFs contain an engineered antigen-binding site that is able to bind two structurally unrelated epitopes. Achieving high monovalent affinity toward two antigens in a DAF has been challenging, as reflected in the three published DAF molecules where none has reached the sub-nanomolar range of the disso-ciation constant (K d ) for both antigens (8 -10) .
It is an open question as to whether a single antibody-combining site can in fact bind two distinct antigens with such high affinity.
Strategies for in vitro affinity maturation typically involve generating large libraries of variants (10 6 to 10 10 ) of the antibody of interest using site-directed or random mutagenesis of the variable domains or CDRs. This is followed by affinitybased selection and screening a limited number of clones by affinity assay and sequencing (11) . The positions to include for combinatorial mutation and the extent of randomization in the libraries are quite limited as the library size that can be generated and screened is finite. Traditional mutagenesis methods such as alanine scanning can determine critical regions for ligand interaction, termed "hot spots," and can rationally guide the affinity maturation library design to avoid alteration of sites that are unlikely to tolerate mutation (12, 13) . To identify favorable mutations for affinity maturation directly from mutational scans, recent strategies implemented libraries of variants with single positions randomized to all 20 (14) or a subset of amino acids (15) . Affinity-based selection and sequencing identified the variants with improved binding function or fitness. Individual mutations can then be combined to create a higher affinity clone. Next generation sequencing further expands this approach by examining the sequences of whole libraries with millions of reads, allowing calculation of the enrichment or depletion of each mutation during the selection process, thereby generating a comprehensive overview of the potential effect of each mutation (16) . The expanded approach called deep mutational scanning has been applied to affinity improvement of protein inhibitors (17) and antibodies (18, 19) . However, these studies have focused on identification of single mutations that are significantly enriched during the selection for binding function for affinity improvement.
Here, we generated an initial Two-in-One antibody with DAF, called 5A12, which has a K d of 5 nM for both hVEGF and hAng2. To match the blocking activity observed for high affinity mono-specific antibodies against hAng2 and hVEGF, we aimed to improve the 5A12 DAF K d value to subnanomolar values for both antigens. We employed the deep mutational scanning approach to map the CDRs for dual affinity maturation by combining phage library selection with deep sequencing using MiSeq. The phage libraries with single-site saturated mutation in each of the 5A12 CDRs were sorted separately for Ang2 and VEGF binding function prior to sequencing. Information on enrichment as well as depletion of all mutations at all CDR positions during antigen-binding selection was used to identify favored or disfavored mutation for each binding function,. We further extend the analysis of deep mutational scanning from single mutations to double mutations, which allowed us identify fold-stabilizing single mutations as well as mutation pairs that enhance the binding function of the DAF. This comprehensive data set was used to generate the first examples of DAFs with sub-nanomolar dual specificity affinities. An optimized 5A12 variant shows in vitro blocking efficacy comparable with mono-specific anti-Ang2 and anti-VEGF antibodies.
Experimental Procedures
DAF Isolation through Phage Library Selection-To recruit hAng2 binding to an anti-VEGF G6, phage-displayed libraries with randomized light chain CDRs were created using oligonucleotide-directed Kunkel mutagenesis of G6 Fab using methods described previously (8, 20) . All three LC CDRs were randomized as described (8) . The phage libraries (10 10 transformants) were subjected to four rounds of binding selection using Fc C-terminally fused with the receptor binding domain (RBD) of hAng2 protein (Fc.hAng2). Fc-fused RBD of hAng1 protein (Fc.hAng1) was added to phage in the third round before incubating the phage with Fc.hAng2-coated wells to remove hAng1 binders and the fifth round phage libraries additionally being panned against hVEGF 8 -109 (hVEGF). Random clones were picked and screened for hAng2 and hVEGF binding by ELISA (21) . The positive clones were sequenced as described (22) . Unique Ang2-binding clones that do not bind Ang1 and can block Tie2 binding were selected for affinity improvement as described (23) . Phage competition ELISAs to derive the phage IC 50 values for relative affinity measurement were performed as described (11) . Briefly, Fab-displaying phage were first incubated with serial dilutions of antigens for 1 h. The unbound phage were then captured on antigen-coated ELISA wells and measured by incubating with anti-M13 antibody horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugate followed by HRP substrate and read spectrophotometrically at 450 nm. Phage IC 50 is the antigen concentration that inhibits ϳ50% of Fab-displaying phage from binding the antigen-coated wells.
DAF Affinity Maturation-For initial affinity improvement, phage libraries were constructed from a chosen DAF clone with selected LC or HC CDR residues mutated using either limited or soft randomization to allow either limited diversity based on natural amino acids or ϳ50% of wild type with ϳ50% all other amino acids, respectively. Resultant libraries were sorted with hVEGF or human His-tagged Ang2 RBD (hAng2his) with increasing stringency and screened for improved affinity as described (23) . 5A12 was selected based on DNA sequencing, phage IC 50 , and then BIAcore-measured affinity as purified Fab.
For further affinity improvement by deep mutational scanning, phage libraries were constructed from 5A12 Fab format with either LC or HC CDR residues mutated using a mixture of degenerate oligonucleotides for each CDR loop. Each oligonucleotide randomizes one of the CDR sites with the NNK codon that encodes for all 20 amino acids with 32 codons, including a stop codon (N ϭ G, A, T, and C and K ϭ G and T in equal portion). Libraries were designed to allow either one NNK mutation in each of the three LC or HC CDRs called 3NNK libraries or one NNK mutation in a single CDR called 1NNK. Resultant library DNA was electroporated into Escherichia coli XL1 cells yielding ϳ10 9 transformants. Libraries were sorted for either hVEGF109 or hAng2his binding separately with increasing stringencies by incubating with decreasing concentrations of antigens as above. For deep sequencing, phagemid double-stranded DNA was isolated from the selected rounds. The V H and the V L segments from each sample were amplified by an 18-cycle PCR amplification using Phusion DNA polymer-ase (New England Biolabs). The amplicon was purified on a 2% agarose gel.
Illumina Sequencing and Data Analysis-Amplicons were prepared with standard Illumina library preparation methods, using TruSeq DNA Sample Prep (Illumina). Adapter-ligated libraries were subjected to a single cycle of PCR and sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq, using paired end 200-or 300-bp reads as appropriate to cover the entire length of the amplicon. Sequencing data were analyzed using the statistical programming language R (24) and ShortRead (25) . Quality control was performed on identified CDR sequences, where each CDR sequence was checked for the correct length and was allowed to carry only up to one NNK mutation and no non-NNK mutations. Calculating the frequency of all mutations, of every randomized position, generated position weight matrices. Enrichment ratios (ER) for all mutations were calculated by dividing the frequency of a given mutation at a given position in the sorted sample by the frequency of the very same mutation in the unsorted sample, as described previously (16) . To test the performance of the ER as a classifier for identifying affinity-improving mutations, receiver operator characteristics were used. The performance of single mutation variants in a phage competition ELISA was used as a gold standard (IC 50 (mutant) / IC 50 (wild type) Ͼ1.5 for affinity improving mutations and IC 50 (mutant) /IC 50 (wild type) Ͻ1.5 for mutations that do not improve the affinity).
The ER of double mutations was calculated from the 3NNK library by calculating the ER of all clones that carry two NNK mutations at two given CDR positions while ignoring the third NNK mutation in those clones. To filter out sampling effects, mutation pairs that had less than 10 sequence counts either in the sorted or unsorted samples were removed from the analysis. Of 122,598 possible mutation pairs in the heavy chain, the ER of 43,224 pairs in the hAng2 panned dataset and of 32,120 pairs in the hVEGF panned dataset could be calculated. From the light chain library, which contains 77,616 possible mutation pairs, the ER of 37,006 pairs from hAng2 panning and 57,854 pairs from hVEGF panning could be determined. Four different models describing cooperativity were tested (26) to determine which model is the best representative for the data. A multiplicative model is used to calculate the expected ER (ER exp ) of mutation pairs from the measured ER of each single mutation (ER meas ) as shown in Equation 1,
The cooperativity used here is thus defined as given in Equation 2,
The partner potentiation scores to identify fold-stabilizing mutations are calculated as described previously (27) by calculating first the partner normalized cooperativity score for all available mutation pairs as shown in Equation 3 ,
The partner potentiation score is the mean of the partner normalized cooperativity scores of a given mutation A is shown in Equation 4 ,
Data were plotted using ggplot2 (28) and Circos (29) . Crystal structures were visualized using PyMOL (30) .
Antibody Characterization-The V L and V H of selected phage clones were cloned into vectors previously designed for transient human IgG or Fab expression in mammalian cells (21) . IgGs were purified with protein A affinity chromatography and screened for specificity by ELISA using their respective antigen(s) and by baculovirus ELISA (31) . To confirm Tie2 blocking activity, a competitive ELISA format was used where Tie2 Fc fusion was immobilized on Maxisorp ELISA plates, and biotinylated hAng2 was incubated with serial dilutions of purified Fab prior to capturing unbound biotin-hAng2 with the immobilized Tie2 and detected with streptavidin-conjugated HRP. The above format was also used to test for blocking of the hVEGF-VEGFR1(Flt1) interaction using immobilized VEGFR1 to capture free VEGF after solution equilibration of biotinylated hVEGF with serial dilutions of purified Fab (8) . For K d determination of Fab, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) measurements using a BIAcore T200 and CM5 sensor chip was used and dilutions of Fab as analyte were injected over the immobilized RBD of hVEGF or hAng2 at 25°C to determine monovalent affinities. Association rates (k on ) and dissociation rates (k off ) were calculated using a simple one-to-one Langmuir binding model. The equilibrium dissociation constant (K d ) was calculated as the ratio k off /k on.
The melting temperature (T m ) was determined using differential scanning fluorimetry. 100 g/ml purified Fab solution was mixed 1:500 with SYPRO Orange dye. The sample was gradually heated in a quantitative PCR machine from 20 to 100°C, and the fluorescence was measured. The melting temperature (T m ) is the inflection point of the transition curve (32) .
Protein Purification and Crystallization-C-terminal Histagged RBD of Ang2 (residues 277-496, hAng2his) was expressed extracellularly in Trichoplusia ni insect cells. The supernatant was loaded onto a nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid Superflow column, washed with 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 300 mM NaCl, and eluted with 250 mM imidazole in the same buffer. Fractions containing hAng2 were further purified over a Superdex S200 size exclusion column in 20 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5, and 300 mM NaCl. hVEGF (residues 8 -109) was expressed, refolded, and purified as described previously (33) . Fab 5A12 was expressed in E. coli and purified first with a protein G column followed by an SP-Sepharose column equilibrated with 20 mM MES, pH 5.5. The protein was eluted with a salt gradient of 0 to 0.25 M NaCl and peak fractions passed over a S200 column in 20 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5, and 250 mM NaCl (buffer A).
The hAng2his-5A12 complex was prepared by mixing at a 1.2:1 molar ratio and purified on an S200 column in buffer A. Fractions containing the complex were pooled and concen-trated to 31.6 mg/ml for crystallization trials. Crystals were grown at 19°C using vapor diffusion by mixing protein with an equal volume of a well solution containing 0.1 M Tris, pH 8.5, 0.2 M lithium sulfate, 25% PEG3350 and 3% D(ϩ)-sucrose. The hVEGF-5A12 complex was prepared using the same protocol as for the hAng2his-5A12 complex, concentrated to 13.3 mg⅐ml, and crystallized under 0.1 M Tris, pH 8.0, 2 M ammonium sulfate, and 0.3 M NDSB-195. Both crystals were cryoprotected in artificial mother liquor containing 20% glycerol and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Structure Determination, Refinement, and Analysis-Data were collected at the Advanced Photon Source beamlines 21-IDG and 21-IDF. The hAng2-5A12 structure was determined by molecular replacement using the published Fab structure of G6 (Protein Data Bank code 2FJF) split into variable and constant regions and a published hAng2 structure (Protein Data Bank code 1Z3S) as search models. The asymmetric unit contains a 1:1 stoichiometry of Ang2-Fab. The hVEGF-5A12 structure was determined similarly but using the 5A12 model from the hAng2 complex structure and a published hVEGF structure (Protein Data Bank code 2FJG) as search models. The asymmetric unit contains a VEGF dimer with a Fab bound at each end (2:2) creating an elongated complex ϳ200 Å in length. One of the Fab copies has significantly higher crystallographic B factors and retains a significant feature in the F o Ϫ F c difference density near its light chain (distant from the CDRs) that could not be unambiguously fit by any of the buffer or solvent components in the crystallization experiment. Structures were refined by iterative manual rebuilding PyMOL (30), COOT (34) , and automated refinement BUSTER (35) and Phenix (36) . Statistics are reported in Table 1 . Coordinates and structure factors have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank under codes 4ZFG (hAng2-5A12) and 4ZFF (hVEGF-5A12).
The structural epitope and paratope were identified using the program "Contact" in the CCP4 suite and a cutoff value of 5Å (37) . To classify Fab CDR positions as buried or solventexposed, the crystal structures of the Fab molecules in the hAng2-and hVEGF-bound state without the antigen present were analyzed using the program Areaimol of the CCP4 suite (37) . The resulting solvent-accessible area (SAA) was compared with the maximal solvent accessible area (mSAA) (38) . Residues that have an SAA/mSAA of Ͻ0.1 were classified as buried; residues that have an SAA/mSAA of Ͼ0.5 were classified as solvent-exposed. To calculate the functional paratope, for every CDR position, the enrichment of mutations was calculated by Equation 5
log2(FrqMut Sort /FrqMut NoSort ) (Eq. 5) where FrqMut Sort ϭ 1 Ϫ FrqWT Sort , and FrqMut NoSort ϭ 1 Ϫ FrqWT NoSort , FrqWT Sort , and FrqWT NoSort is the frequency of wild type amino acid at a given position in the sorted or unsorted library sample, respectively.
Results and Discussion
Generation of an Initial Ang2/VEGF DAF 5A12-We used the VEGF-blocking antibody G6 (39) as a starting template to recruit the second specificity toward Ang2 by mutation in its light chain (LC) CDRs using the engineering strategy previously described (8) . G6 has been demonstrated to block human VEGF (hVEGF) binding to its receptors, VEGFR1 and VEGFR2, and its affinity-improved clones such as G6.31 are highly potent in vitro and in vivo as blockers of VEGF (39, 40) . The initial DAF clone had weak affinity toward the receptor-binding domain (RBD) of human Ang2 (hAng2, K d ϭ 100 nM) and hVEGF (K d ϭ 50 nM). Affinity maturation using a "soft randomization" strategy (23) yielded 5A12, which exhibited a dissociation constant (K d ) of 5 nM toward both hAng2 and hVEGF as determined by BIAcore. 5A12 retains the VEGF blocking function of G6 and blocks the binding of hAng2 to its receptor Tie2 (data not shown). However, the affinity of 5A12 for hVEGF is 25-fold weaker than that of the well described hVEGF blocking antibodies ranibizumab (K d Ͻ ϭ 0.2 nM) (41) and G6.31 (K d ϭ 0.2 nM) (39) . Similarly, the affinity of 5A12 for hAng2 does not match the affinity of an in-house generated anti-Ang2 Fab (G5.5 (K d ϭ 0.2 nM), which shows potent in vitro and in vivo hAng2 blocking activity. 3 Thus, further affinity maturation is required to convert 5A12 to a similarly potent blocker as the high affinity mono-specific antibodies against hAng2 and hVEGF.
Crystal Structure of 5A12 in Complex with hAng2 and hVEGF-To examine the molecular details of the dual interaction, we generated the crystal structures of the 5A12 Fab in complex with the RBD of hAng2 or hVEGF with resolutions of 2.27 and 2.75 Å, respectively (Fig. 1, A and B, and Table 1 , electron density in Fig. 4 ). The two antigens in the complex structures are highly similar to previously reported structures of hAng2 in complex with Tie2 (root mean square deviation 0.567 Å over 1405 atoms (42) ) and hVEGF in complex with the G6 Fab (root mean square deviation 0.43 Å over 1110 atoms (40) ), demonstrating that 5A12 does not induce any conformational changes in the antigens. The structural epitope recognized by 5A12 largely overlaps with the Tie2-binding site explaining the mechanism of hAng2 blockade (Fig. 1C) . The epitope of 5A12 on hVEGF is nearly identical to the epitope of G6 ( Fig. 1D) (39) .
The structures shows that seven CDR positions of 5A12 are involved in binding both hVEGF and hAng2: HC-F97, HC-F98, HC-L99, HC-P100, LC-I29, LC-D31, and LC-L92 (the Chothia numbering scheme will be used in this work (43) , contact distance cutoff Ͻ5 Å). Moreover, when mapping the two structural paratopes on the surface of the antigen-binding region, it becomes evident that the spatial organization of the two paratopes is highly intertwined (Fig. 1, A and B) . To accommodate the binding of two structurally unrelated epitopes with essentially the same binding site, 5A12 utilizes a large degree of structural plasticity similar to that described for a Her2/VEGF DAF (44) . CDR-H2 in particular undergoes drastic conformational change in the hVEGF-bound state compared with the hAng2-bound state. HC-A53, for example, moves by 14 Å (Fig.  1, E and F) . When overlaying the structures of 5A12 VEGF and 5A12 Ang2 with the parental G6 in the hVEGF-bound state (G6 VEGF ) or in the unbound state (G6 unbound ), it is evident that the conformations of CDR-H2 and CDR-H3 in 5A12 VEGF and G6 VEGF are identical, whereas the conformations of the two loops in 5A12 Ang2 resemble G6 unbound . Thus, the plasticity of the 5A12 CDRs is inherited from the parental antibody G6 and is not added when recruiting dual specificity. In addition to the large conformational changes of the CDR-H2 and CDR-H3 region, some side chains in other CDR loops use different rotamers during binding of the two antigens thereby providing further plasticity without the requirement for rearrangement of the main chain backbone. The intertwined paratopes and the high structural plasticity of the 5A12-binding site required for dual affinity underscore the challenges to identify mutations that are compatible with improving the binding toward both antigens.
Deep Mutational Scanning for Beneficial Single and Double Mutations-To further affinity-mature 5A12, we turned to deep mutational scanning that combines the use of combinatorial library selection and deep sequencing to assess the effect of all possible single mutations and many double mutations of 5A12 CDRs in binding both antigens. The application of deep mutational scanning for antibody affinity maturation has so far focused on mutating each CDR site one at a time (18, 19) . This single site approach limits the assessment to the effect of single mutations and does not allow examination of the impact of mutation pairs on the binding function. Synergistic interactions between mutations can be an important driver for the fitness of a protein as they might overcome local fitness minima and/or promote stability (45) . A recent study described the identification of fold-stabilizing mutations by analyzing cooperativity between mutation pairs in their deep mutational scan- ning of a WW domain (27) . We wanted to assess here whether large scale cooperativity analysis of mutation pairs can also provide binding-enhancing mutations. We therefore used a library design in which all three CDRs of each chain of 5A12 were mutated simultaneously ( Table 2 ) (46) . Each clone in this library carried three NNK-encoded mutations (n ϭ A or T or G or C; K ϭ G or T), one in each of the three CDRs. We call this library design triple-NNK (3NNK). We speculated that this library design strategy would allow us to estimate the effect of single as well as double mutations on antibody fitness and therefore enable the analysis of cooperativity. As a control to check whether the 3NNK library design allows for the correct fitness assessment of single mutations, we generated a library where each CDR of the 5A12 heavy chain was mutated separately (1NNK) ( Table 2 ). Each library was sorted against hAng2 and hVEGF separately, and both the sorted and unsorted libraries were sequenced with MiSeq ( Table 3 ). The ER, the ratio of the frequency of each mutation in the sorted library over the frequency of the same mutation in the unsorted library, were calculated to represent the effect or fitness of each mutation on antigen binding. To first determine whether our assumption is true, i.e. it is possible to estimate the fitness score of single mutations from the 3NNK library design, we compared the ER obtained from the 3NNK library design with that obtained from the 1NNK library design. ER obtained with the two different library designs correlated well (by using a linear model, the r 2 for the hAng2 sorted samples is 0.73, and for the hVEGF-sorted samples it is 0.82, see Fig. 2 ), demonstrating the validity of our approach.
Enrichment Ratios Reflect Differential Binding Modes of 5A12 to the Two Antigens-The ER of 1092 mutations for the two binding functions of 5A12 are plotted as a heatmap (Fig. 3A) . Interestingly, most of the 52 CDR positions exhibit distinct pro-files of enrichment (Fig. 3A, red) and depletion (blue) of the mutations with VEGF-or Ang2 -binding selection indicating that the two binding functions involve differential usage of these CDR positions. The highly conserved positions from Ang2 panning that tolerate few if any single substitutions are mostly located on CDR-L1, CDR-L2, and CDR-L3 as well as on CDR-H3, whereas most of the conserved positions from VEGF panning are located in the three heavy chain CDR loops. The distinct binding pattern for the two antigens is even more evident when the conservation (ER average per position) is mapped onto the surface of the 5A12 structure yielding the functional paratope (Fig. 3B) . In contrast to the extensively overlapping structural paratopes (Fig. 1, A and  B) , the two functional paratopes have a degree of spatial separation. Hot spot positions (surface-exposed positions that are highly conserved) for hAng2 binding mutations are located mostly on the light chain with the exception of HC-Y100a, while hVEGF hot spot positions are located primarily on the heavy chain.
Furthermore, the structural plasticity of the antigen-binding site is reflected in the mutational data. Structurally, the CDR-H2 loop of 5A12 is engaged with hVEGF, although it is not involved in binding hAng2 (Fig. 4) . The heat maps consistently show that CDR-H2 tolerates mutations at most positions for hAng2 binding, while being highly conserved at several positions for hVEGF binding, for example HC-G50, HC-G54, and HC-G55 ( Figs. 3 and 4) . Consistent with previous structural analyses of G6, these glycine residues are implicated to provide the necessary flexibility for CDR-H2 to adopt the unusual conformation for VEGF binding (40) . The distinct mutational profile reflects the strategy for generating 5A12. 5A12 is based on the anti-VEGF antibody G6, which was isolated from a single framework library with randomized heavy chain CDR posi- tions. Ang2 binding was subsequently recruited from a G6-based library with light chain residues randomized. However, there are also similarities in the observed enrichment patterns for a few CDR positions comparing the Ang2 and VEGF-sorted samples, suggesting antigen-independent effects at these positions. Positions where both samples show mutation-sensitive results likely play a common structural role. For example, HC-R94 and HC-A49 are structurally buried at the base of CDR loops not making contact with either antigen, yet both tolerate few if any mutations (Fig. 3A) . HC-R94 forms a salt bridge with D101, which is important for CDR-H3 conformation (47) . Positions where both samples show similar tolerance to most mutations tend to be surface-exposed and structurally distant from the antigen-binding area as exemplified by HC-28 and LC-56. Their tolerance to mutations indicates a lack of involvement in the antigen binding and fewer structural constraints.
The enrichment pattern further provides insight into the mechanism of affinity maturation toward the single antigens. Several contact residues are selected for either single mutation (e.g. LC-S30aT and LC-A53D for Ang2 or VEGF binding, respectively) or a series of mutations (e.g. LC-L93V/I/R/K or LC-F31H/S/T/N for Ang2 or VEGF binding, respectively) with high enrichment, suggesting that these mutations optimize the existing contact between the antigen and the antibody (Fig. 3A) , which is a well known mechanism for driving affinity maturation of antibodies (48, 49) . Furthermore, some buried positions that are not in direct contact with the antigens contain selected substitutions that are highly enriched (e.g. LC-A34M, LC-Q89HW for Ang2 binding, and HC-F95Y, A100bV for VEGF binding), demonstrating the important and antigen-specific role of some buried, noncontact sites in antibody affinity maturation.
Deep Mutational Scanning Identifies Potential Mutations for
Dual-specific Affinity Maturation-To determine how well the enrichment data correlate with experimental antigen binding affinity, we selected 25 clones that showed increased enrichment to at least one of the antigens. To obtain an affinity estimate, the IC 50 for both antigens of the single point mutants of 5A12 were determined in a phage competition ELISA (Fig. 5A) . The results showed that the ER metric serves as an excellent classifier to distinguish affinity-improving mutations from mutations that reduce or have no effect on affinity (receiver operator characteristics, area under the curve 0.93).
For the dual affinity maturation of 5A12, we looked for mutations that improve the affinity toward both antigens or improve the binding toward one antigen without reducing the affinity toward the other antigen. An example of the latter is mutation HC-A53D, which is enriched in the hVEGF-sorted sample, but it is not enriched nor depleted in the hAng2 sorting (Fig. 4, E and F) . A comparison of the enrichment of all HC mutations (Fig. 5B ) or LC mutations (Fig. 5C ) for hVEGF binding versus hAng2 binding indicates that most mutations have a negative impact on one interaction or another, but mutations that may be beneficial for potentially improving dual affinity do exist.
Combining Enrichment and Cooperativity Analyses Identifies Synergistic Mutation Pairs-Using the 3NNK dataset, we were able to calculate ER for 170,204 out of 400,428 possible mutation pairs (see under "Experimental Procedures" for details). One surprising pattern we found when analyzing the most enriched mutation pairs is that a few mutations show up repeatedly in several highly enriched mutation pairs as visualized in a Circos plot (Fig. 6, A and B) . For example, in the dataset obtained from hAng2 panning, the CDR-H3 mutation F97P forms strongly enriched mutation pairs with several distinct mutations located in the CDR-H1 and CDR-H2 loop (pink ribbons in Fig. 6A) . Interestingly, the majority of the "mutation partners" of HC-F97P are not in close spatial proximity to HC-F97P as shown in the structure of 5A12 Ang2 (Fig. 6A, bar  graph) . A similar pattern can be observed for mutations LC-L93K and HC-F98P.
Two scenarios may explain the frequent presence of a particular mutation in enriched mutation pairs as follows: one is that the mutation provides a specific improvement of the antigenbinding interface, and the resulting higher affinity is further improved or not diminished by various mutation partners. Another scenario is that the mutation exhibits an advantage in fitness other than affinity during phage selection. For HC-F97P, we suspect the latter because its mutation partners are mostly spatially distant. Indeed, when 5A12 HC-F97P affinity was measured in phage competition ELISA, we detected no improvement in affinity (data not shown). A reason for the strong selection of HC-F97P may thus be an improved functional folding in E. coli for clones carrying HC-F97P. To confirm this, we used a modified analysis of cooperativity as introduced by Araya et al. (27) to predict whether HC-F97P and other similar mutations would improve the thermostability of the 5A12 fold. This analysis yields for each mutation a so-called "partner potentiation score." Large partner potentiation scores are typical for foldimproving mutations. We calculated partner potentiation scores using a simple multiplicative cooperativity model for a large subset of all possible mutation pairs from the data sets obtained from hAng2 panning. Indeed, as Fig. 6 , C and D, shows, HC-F97P, HC-F98P, and LC-L93K have the highest partner potentiation score (Ͼ20). Differential scanning fluorometry confirmed that all three single mutation variants show an improved thermostability compared with 5A12 ( Fig.  6, C and D) .
To select mutation pairs for true affinity improvement of 5A12, we avoided those pairs containing mutation with a high partner potentiation score. In addition to enrichment and partner potentiation score, we applied a third measure to identify affinity improving mutation pairs, the spatial distance between those mutations. The rationale is that strong synergy would require some type of change in conformation and/or dynamics, and this is more likely to occur between adjacent residues (50) . Seven mutation pairs were identified from the hAng2-sorted 3NNK heavy and light chain dataset, and their respective single mutation variants were generated for kinetic binding analysis by SPR measurement using a BIAcore instrument. Mapping of the mutation pairs onto the 5A12 Ang2 structure shows that all mutation pairs selected, except one (HC-D30M/I51W), are located at the base of the different CDR loops suggesting conformational roles (Fig. 6F ). Five selected double mutations show an increase in hAng2 affinity over 5A12 (Fig. 6E ). Interestingly, among the selected mutation pairs, two pairs, HC-H35D/G50K and HC-W33P/I51G, show a strong increase in hAng2 binding in the context of a double mutant, although the single mutations by themselves have a strong negative impact on the hAng2 binding function. Based on the single mutation enrichment data, none of the mutation pairs would have been selected for affinity maturation (e.g. log2 ER H35D, Ϫ1.231; G50K, Ϫ1.93). Three of the selected pairs also showed an improvement of hVEGF binding as follows: LC-V33L/Q89Y, LC-A34G/Q89W, and LC-A34S/Q89H. Our extended deep sequencing and library approach was able to identify mutation pairs that improve dual affinity.
Combination of Mutations Allows Generation of Several High Affinity Variants-As a starting point to generate high dual affinity variants, we chose the structurally buried double mutation pair LC-A34G/Q89W from our cooperativity analysis, as well as the single mutations LC-Q89H and LC-Q89W, all of which exhibited increased dual affinity. We then combined those mutations with favorable single mutations that are mostly surface-exposed positions and located in different CDRs so that the individual contributions of the mutations are likely additive (Fig. 7) . Several 5A12 variants exhibit sub-nanomolar affinity for hAng2 as well as hVEGF (Fig. 7B) . The improved variants were then tested for their ability to block ligand receptor interaction using an in vitro receptor blocking assay. Although the ranking of these variants based on the receptor blocking potency or based on K d value is not identical, all the affinityimproved DAF variants indeed improved blocking potency over the parental antibody 5A12 with some exhibiting a similar blocking activity as the high affinity anti-VEGF antibody G6.31 and anti-Ang2 antibody G5.5 (Fig. 7C ). At the end of each ribbon, the amino acids are listed that form the mutation pairs at the positions connected by the ribbon. The histogram at the outer layer of the Circos plot shows the C␣-C␣ distance between two residues in pairs. The ribbons of the position pairs are highlighted in pink when they contain fold-stabilizing mutations (see C and D). Positions are colored orange when they contain affinity improving mutation pairs (see main text for details). The correlation between the log2 ER of a given mutation in heavy chain (C) or light chain (D) libraries and the partner potentiation score from Ang2 panning is shown in a scatterplot. The melting temperature of selected Fab variants is shown relative to the parental 5A12. Triplet repeats of T m measurement are highly reproducible with differences less than 0.2°C. E, fold change in affinity (K d ) for hAng2 and hVEGF as measured with BIAcore of selected double mutation pairs and the comprising single mutations. Error bars represent standard error of the mean from three independent measurements. F, locations of synergistic mutation pairs identified using double mutation enrichment analysis are mapped on the structure of 5A12 Ang2 . The heavy chain is colored red, and the light chain is colored blue. Pairs are marked by spheres and connected by an orange line. FIGURE 7. Affinity improved variants with sub-nanomolar dual affinity show similar blocking activity as mono-specific antibodies. A, positions in the heavy (red) or light chain (blue) of 5A12, which have been mutated to generate higher affinity variants, are shown as spheres. B, dual-specific affinity matured variants of 5A12 with various mutation combination indicated and their affinity as the average K d , k on , and k off values from three independent BIAcore SPR experiments (with errors less than 50%). C, in vitro receptor blocking assay to compare the blocking of hAng2 binding to Tie2 as well as of hVEGF to VEGFR1 by 5A12, the high affinity 5A12 variants, and the mono-specific hAng2 and hVEGF antibody G5.5 and G6.31, respectively.
Conclusion
We demonstrate the use of deep mutational scanning to optimize a dual specificity binding site of a Two-in-One antibody, and to achieve, to our knowledge for the first time, sub-nanomolar monovalent affinity against two structurally unrelated antigens. This demonstrated the capacity of a single antigenbinding site to evolve high dual affinity. The process of deep mutational scanning of the 52 CDR residues for VEGF/Ang2 dual affinity provided a high resolution functional map for the two distinct interactions within a highly shared binding site. The map elucidates the subtly or drastically different roles played by most of the antibody CDR residues, which are either in direct contact or part of the structural scaffold for the two interactions. The dual specificity with sub-nanomolar affinity is achieved by intricately balancing the needs of the two interactions and differentially utilizing most of the 52 CDR residues.
Compared with previous work on deep mutational scanning mapping antibody or protein interactions, we modified the strategy of library design and sequence analysis to take advantage of the increased capability of the next generation sequencing of MiSeq to efficiently read through all three CDRs of the heavy or light chain variable domain. As demonstrated, the library design facilitates the identification of affinity-improving mutation pairs from two different CDRs as well as fold-stabilizing mutations that are compatible with antigen binding. The protocol introduced in this work may prove beneficial for achieving high affinity for dual-specific and species cross-reactive as well as mono-specific antibodies especially in cases where single mutation space has already been extensively explored without success.
Dual targeting strategies for ocular diseases such as NV AMD promise treatments with improved efficacy. However, designing such dual targeting therapies holds several challenges. Among those are the requirement of sufficiently high affinity to counter the action of both targets, finding the optimal antibody format to ease the formulation and manufacturing hurdle of targeting two activities and determining the most efficacious ratio needed for the two activities. Although VEGF/Ang2 DAF likely provides similar efficacy as two mono-specific Fabs in combination or a bi-specific antibody, it offers several advantages. The DAF format is a dual targeting single Fab, which has been shown to readily achieve high concentration formulation for intra-vitreal injection. Fab as the smallest natural antigen binding fragment allows packing more binding sites into the small volume one can inject into the eye than other therapeutic options of larger molecular size. Another potential advantage of the high affinity DAF format for dual targeting in ocular diseases is when one target is present at a higher concentration than the other. DAF is an "either/or" Fab that binds either one or the other antigens at one time, and it is therefore not confined to a fixed ratio of two targeting functions. Each DAF molecule is at all times capable of blocking either one of its two targets as needed. The ability to engineer dual-specificity of desired affinity expands the therapeutic potential of Fab molecules and Two-in-One antibody in ocular indications and beyond.
